Now
Content ⇒
Process ⇓

People

Places

Events

Knowledge
In The Book:
Right There
Comprehension
In the Book:
Think and
Search

In many ways
Zelda is very
like her
grandfather.
Explain the
similarities.

Analysis &
Application
In My Head:
Author and Me

Describe the
character of
Felix.

Synthesis
In My Head:
On My Own

Tonya appears to
be the
stereotypical
bully. Explain
why you do or
do not believe
this.

Themes

Connections
within the novel
and with the
readers
experience.

Structure and
Methods
(Use of a range of
reading strategies)

Why do you
think Felix can
never call his
granddaughter
Zelda?
Why do you
think Felix hates
to waste food?

Why do you
think Felix was
stressed at the
birthday party
thrown at the
hospital?
In our society
today, we all too
readily label
people as heroes.
What is a hero?
What does it
take to be a true
hero?

In what ways is
Zelda and
Felix’s
experience in the
bushfire similar
to the horrors
Felix faced as a
child?

Make a list of
possible things
that you would
love to save if
your house was
part of a bush
fire?
Felix says ‘I’m
not a hero, I’m
not a saint. I
don’t deserve to
be called such
things. Why do
you think he
feels this way?

War can be seen
to have a lasting
impact not only
on those who
experienced it
but on
subsequent
generations. In

Evaluation
In My Head:
On My Own

How do you
think Felix
would have felt
when he had to
find safety in the
hole? What
memories do you
think this would
have brought up?

Felix got
divorced and
Zelda believes
that it is because
Felix spent so
much time at the
hospital. What
other factors
could have
placed stress on
his marriage?

what ways
would Felix’s
family’s lives be
different from
that of other
families?
Felix met Miklos
at the Holocaust
survivors group.
Why do you
think this place
would be
important? What
sorts of support
groups exist in
the wider
community? Do
you think these
people need to
interact with
others who share
a common
experience?

